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Chapter I
ThkINING THE TRICK MAN
The beginning track coach might assume that the motivation
of track men is an almost insurmountable obstacle, particulariy if
he has never competed in track and field himself. Seldom, if ever,
does track offer the attention, recognition, and possible "big money"
that are accepted realities in some of the tewr. sptrts.
Put in track and field the athlete's Point of r:ew seems to
be different from that of a team snort participant. because cf
individuality cf his vecrts the track an is motivated, primar,
through self-satisfaction—through knowing that he has accomplished
something on his own. Track wen have little nope for material gain
through their sport, yet, paradoxically, they are the most dedicated,
self-sacrificing group of athletes in the wcrld.
Attituae also plays a very important role in track and field.
Track practice sessions are not easy and are not often very much
fun, Out an enthusiastic, respected coach can lead his runners
through a difficult workout program and make it seen like fun. A
coach's positive attitude encourages his runners fo do what fa best
to improve themselves, not necessarily what is easy or fun at the
time.
Winning is urually considered the only mark of achievem,7.t
in athlet-;cs, but thi_r is not always true in track and field. A
track an can often take great rride in his accomplishments as an
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inaividual, even in a losing effort. A last place f
inisher who
betters his own personal best can be lustly proud of hi
s performance.
arruk.
klmost all coaches and athletes agree that warming 
up before
a workout or race is essential, but many of these sae 
coaches and
athletes are net really sere why.
Warivirp actually serves two purposes. It aids in the 
prevention
cf muscle and tendon injuries, and it prepares the athl
ete, both
physically and psychologically, for the coming Physical ef
fort.
The warming and stretching of skeletal ruscles increases t
he
elasticity of the muscles end tendons anC, in turn, decreases 
the
possibility of muscle -cells. A warm muscle is not nearly as like
...7
to tear as a cold muscle that canrot stretch sufficiently
 when it is
forced to endure a sudden, heavy strain.
Physiologically, nothing could be better for an athlet
e prier
to a workout cr a race than warrrp. First, the heart rate is
increased, causing a greater flow of blood through the 
body. This
increase in blood flow helps carry carbon dioxide, 11ctic 
acid, and
other fatigue-producing waste products from the muscles 
more raoldly.
Also, P muscle that ha e contracted several times during 
warmup
will contract w4th greater speed, newer, and efficiency then 
one that
has not been properly warmed. Muscles that do not ender-go a 
thorough
warmup prior to competition simply cc not contract as fast or re
lax
as completely as those that are warmed.
AR.
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WarCrap usually begins 30 to 45 minutes prior to the athlete's
first event. A typical schedule calls for easy jogging, bending
and stretching exercises, and acceleration runs, combining to create
a gradual warming and stretching of the athlete's muscles. There is
usually little deriatien from this basic warmup pattern from one
runninp event to another, except that hurdlers emphasize the bending
and stretching prase of the warmup process and distance runners
spend more time of the jogging phase.
The jog is usually a half mile to three miles in length. The
bending and stretching phase must slowly and gradually stretch every
muscle that will come into plly in competition. The acceleraticn runs
should be numeroua and taxing enough to increase the respiration rate
and heart rate and complete the warming of the muscles.
The warnup process must be paced so that thee is a five- to
tenminute rest between the final stapes of warmup and the race
itself. During this period the athlete can stretch out and relax,
but he must take care to keep his body as warm as pcssible. a-hen
it -Is time to re to the starting line, the runner usually does a few
basic stretching exercises to alleviate any stiffness, and then at the
last moment strips off his sweat clothes.
There are no set rules concerning warmup, except that the
athlete's muscles must be warm and supple when it is tine fcr the
workout or competition to begin. A nerfect warmup schedule for one
athlete might be entirely wrcno for another. The athlete should be
guided by his coach in the beginnings but he must determine on his ayn,
through trial and error, the warmup procedure that is best for him.
•
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After a heavy workout or a competitive race, the athlete must
warm down gradually while his body is returning to "normal." The
warmdown period, which bridges between the strenuous activity and
tne customary functoning of the body, consists of easy jogging and
walking, usually until normal breatning returns.
Interval Training
Interval training, accepted by modern-day coaches as the most
effective syetem for conditioning athletes, was developed in Germany
during the late 1930's. The system has undergone many changes since
its inception, especially in the amcunt of work done by the athlete
during his workouts, but the basic principle behind it remains the
same: Repeated speed develops speed and endurance.
At first, coaches and athletes were reluctant to accept this
new concelot in training. Only through the successes of several
world reccrd-breakinn foreign distance runners, particularly Emil
Zatopek of Czechoslovakia, was the method finally brought to the fore.
Interval training, by definition, is a nronram of running a
specific distance repeatedly at a pre-determined pace with a set
interval of restful jogging after each run. The period between runs
must be lone- enough to allow the athlete time for partial recovery
fron the previous run, b,_1.t not lcnr enough to affcrd him complete
reccvery. It is a unique system in that it ds adaptable to any athlete,
no matter what his capabilities or the stage of his development.
There are four variatle factcrs in interval training:
1. Distance (a frsction of the race distarce)
2. Speed (always accurately time.4)
3. Interval of recovery
L. Number of renet4t4ons
During a recraar end gradual interval training program, the
athlete may increase the intensity of his workouts by increasing his
spend, decreasing the interval cf recovery/ or increasing the numher
of renetit4cns run, bun the roach shruld never allow his runners to
alter more than one of these variables during any one workout.
nistance. The distance run in interval trainiro usually remains
constant nhr-ngbcnt each individual workout/ but :Lay vary greatly
from one w.nrkcut to the next. The important thing, of course, is that
the distance be less than the athlete's race distance, usually in
multiples of 110 yards.
The coach can best create variety in his workouts by alternating
the distances run from practice to nractice. L half-miler's workouts,
for examnle, mIgt.t consist largely of repeat 220's, 4240's, and 660's,
but for variety's sake they mould just as well be 11 0'c., 310's, 550's,
or a combination of any of these, on other days.
Sneed. To rtrrss the deveinnsient of endurance in his athletes,
the coach should have then run a rreat number of repetitions at a
pace that 4s a 14ttle slrver than thFir normal race pace. To strrss
the develrnment cf sneed in hiF athletes, the coach should have then
run their repeats faster than their ncrmal race pace.
•
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Probably the beet ulan for most athletes to follow would be
to run their repeats on pace, rather than to attempt a race that
is either slower or faster orcected race pace. Running
on pace develops a combinsIt'cn of speed and endurance in the athlete,
and has the added advantage cf teaching th runner pace-consciousnes.
After leading the group through a series of repeat runs, the pace-
setter soon learns to distinguish between a 29- and a 31-second 220,
for example. The ability to judge pace is one of the most important
factors in distance running.
The coach should have nc difficulty deciding what the speed
should be in interval traihinc w-en the workouts are geared for the
race pace, e need merely decide the time the athlete should nit in
his next competitive race, being careful to take the athlete's ability
and present phyrical condition into consideration, and then multiply
that time by the fraction of the race distance tnat is rcing to be
run. In cthcr words, the fr;otion of the time run will be the sane
as the fraction of the distance run. The athlete who wants to run
a L:52 rile In competition, for example, would run repeat 220's in
:36.5, 40's in 1:13, 660's in 1:i77.5, etc. A 1:58 bElf-omiler would
run 110's in 01.752 220Is in :2-7.5, 330's in :414.251 4/10's in :59,
or 660's in
Interral of recovery. The period of recovery foliming each
repeat run is 'usually taken up with easy Jogging. The interral may.
be of any lencth from a fey seconds to 30 minutes or more, but t is
usually from one. to five nfnutes long.
'
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The important noint in dealino with the interval is not its
lenvth, but its uniformity throughout the workout. There ahould be
no more rest after the tenth repeat than there was after the first.
Number of repetitions. The purpose of any concitionins
program is to develcp the athlete's body so that it will be able
to resist fatigue. In interval training, the determining factor
in the development of this resistance is the nuAber of repetitions
that can be run.
On a given day, the coach may decide to have his 5:07 miler
run interval 880's in 2:33.5 with si= minutes of .1og7ing after each
run. In this case, three of the interval training factors—distance,
speed, and interval—are constant. The only variable is the naml-ier
of repetitions.
The number of repetitions that the athlete will be able to take
under these cond4tions will determine his endurance at this point.
'f he As able to run only two 880's--his total race distance--at paces
he Obviously is not ready for a 5107 mile. When properly conditioned,
he should be able to run from one-and-one-half to three times his
total race distance in practice, without altering his pace or interval.
Adopting interval training does not in itself guarantee a
successful conditioning program. Success comes with the proper
attitude on the part of the runners and the amount of work they do
while using this system. Repeat running is hard work anci is often
boring. Only with a positive attitude on the part of those involved
can the program hope to be successful.
• „ -.7 et!.
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Fartlek
The fartlek system of tra;ning, which was developed in Sweden
durinF the mid-19r's and reached its greatest acceetance in Amerca
durinr the past decade, is not nearly as popular as it once wae. A
fey coaches are still 'using the fartlek treninr method in their
werkorts-errimari/7 as a "monotery breaker"-ebut few runners have the
courage and dependibility to punish themselves enough to derive any
real benefit from exclusive use of this system. Fred Wilt, one of
the great distancc runners cf the 1510's and 50's who hat since done
connideratle research on training methods, reports that even the
Swedes have not used the fartlek system to any great extert in recent
years)
Fart lek, which means "play of speed" in SwedisL, is a prcgra71
of Jogging, walkinz, striding, and sprinting over a cross country
ccurse. Often the fartlek workout takes two or more hours to complete,
allowing the athlete to ru:n farther end at times faster than he would
in a program of interval training. The athlete is suppcsed tc feel
somewhat irvircrated, rather than completely fatigued, at the conclusion
of a fartle4 workret.
Fartlek'c great advamtare over interval training is the chanpv
of 'scenery 4_t affords. The wnetony of repeated workouts on the
track often creates a sort of mental fatigue, which can be just as
dem-frees to the athlete fis phys4cal fatie..A. Athletes who have been
'Letter from Fred Wilt, Editor, Track Technicee, Lafayette, Ind.,
September 22, 1962. —
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training regularly on the track usually welcome an occasional run
through the woods cr over a golf ccurse.
The following sample fartlek schedule is cne that was used
by Fred Wilt when he was in serious training. Like all schedules,
it should be used only as a guide.
1. Fifteen minutes alternate walking and easy running as
a warmup.
2. Fifteen to 30 minutes continuous running, eprinting 75,
yards once every five minutes. Speed is about 5i to ot
enntes per mile. Five to ten quick upick-ups" enroute.
3. Walk ten minutes.
L. Srrint 150 to 220 yards uphill.
Walk and run easily for ten minutes.
6. Run at extremely fast pace, but not wide open, for L140
to 550 yards. Speed is about 3/h of maximum.
7. Rest two to three minutes End then repeat #6 one to three
timer, dependinf7 upon condition.
3. Hun easy 100 yards, sprint 75 yards, run easy 100 yards,
sprint 75 yards) ran easy 100 yards.
9. Repeat #5, making a total of four to ten sprints, depending
upon condition. No sprinting after Wednesday with a race
en Saturday.
10. Fifteen minutes walking and running back home.2
The Wcrkcut Schedule
There is NO magic formula for getting an athlEte in condition
In fact, there are probably as many good workout schedLles
in existence as there are runners to follow them. An imaginative
271rid.
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coach with a sound knowledge of the different training methods can
devise an infinite number of excellent workout schecuIes by following
a simple outline. The schedule must include:
1. Warrup (described in detail on pages 2 and 3)
2. Skill work (for sprinters, hurdlers, and relay men)
3. Conditioning work
Li. Warmdown (described in detail on page 11)
Skill work. Sprinters, hurdlers, and relay team members must
time every day cu their individual skills: sprinters practicingBIDE rld
or. their sta7ts, hurdlers on starts and hurdling, and relay memUcrs
cn baton exchanges. Much of this skill work, when practiced repeatedly,
In-L:1 also serve as a part cf the conditioning phase in the ati-:lez.c's
worl-hut schedule.
Gonditioninc work. The best cver-all conditioner for the track
events is interval training. By following the interval training
pros-ran described on pages 14-7, the coach can create any number cf
sound conditioning schedules. The most difficiat job for the coach,
however, is varying these schedules fron day to day to keep the
workouts from becoming a drudgery.
To create some var";ety in the schedule, the coach may include
a day of slow-fart interval running occasionally. In slow-fast work,
the first hal': of each reneat is run at racing pace and the second
half is run slightly faster than pace cr at top speed. For exam7.1e,
a 2:0h half-miler night run repeat slow-fast 2201s with tilt. f-rc
of each 220 in 15.5 and the second 110 in IL.C.
t
,4 4
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The coach may alter the schedule, too, by varying the distances
run during a particular practice session. Rather than pacing through
reoeat 220's in :35, a h:/.10 miler right ran a 4140, a 660, an 860, a
660, and a 040, all at nace. This change in the basic workout
schedule could help ward cff the mental fatigue that often accompanies
mcncton-us work.
And, of course, if there is a wooded area or a golf course
nearby, the coach might want to send his runners out for an occasional
day cf fartlek. (See pages
Runninz Form
So-called *proper" running form actually an the most
comfortable and most efficient running form, varying greatly from
one indl_ridual to another. The form that is perfect fcr one runner
may be all wrong for someone of a different Skeletal and ruscular
An athlete can achieve hir! most efficient running form by
clminating any body movements that will expend valuable energy
-Innecessarily. Such movements as everstrlding or swinging the arms
in a laboring, unrelaxed manner will deter from the efficiency of the
athlete's running style.
Stride length. The athlete's lenrth of stride is actin a matter
of efflciency. The stride should be long enough to give the runner
the most speed end power for the amount of energy he expends, bl:t no
longer.
Understriding, which produces excesrive fatigue oecause of the
many extra steps that must be taken during the race, is not very
coon among runners. Taking a great number of extra steps sim7ly
does nct feel eccnAnical to them.
Overstriding, en the other hand, is very common among runners
and is also very useless. It seems logical to most young runners
that increasing the stride length would result in a faster time
because cf the extra distance covered with each step. In reality,
however, an increase in stride length can only be beneficial to the
:fanner if there is a corresponding increase in the runner's speed.
Therefore, it may be economical for a sprinter who is running at top
speed to increase his length cf :stride, but the runner who is Dacing
himself will find that two shortened strides take less energy than
one elongated stride and will carry him farther.
Foct plant. The runner's foot approaches the track with a
downward, backward, netroking" motion (net punching or pounding),
and the ball of the foot makes first contact with the track.
Imnediately thereafter, the heel touches the track and momentarily
bears the Pull weight cf the body as the rumners rides smocthly for-yard
for the next stride. At this point, the foot has come to a complete
step for the slightest instant. As the body weight continues to ride
forward, the heel is lifted, and finally the toe leaves the track. Any
running, erpecially rprinting, which does not permit the heel to touch
the track with each step, robs the runner of maximum leverage.3
3Fmd Hoe They 7:rein (Los Altos, Calif.: Track sec Field
News, Inc., 1959) pp. 100-7.
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Arm Action. The arms play an active, somewhat vigorous rcl
e
r. sprinting and hurdl!ng, but a pass,.ve role in the middle di
stance
saa: distance events. Tn either case, however, relaxaticn oI the
arms and upper body is necessary to keep the athlete from "tying
 up"
during the latter stages of the race.
The as should help give the runner balance and rhythn "rut
mast do nothing to tire him needlessly. They should swing easily
in a rolling, forward and backward motion to a point directly in
front of the runner's chest. The hands and fingers must remain
comletely relaxed.
Relaxation. If there is any secret to efficient I-tinning form,
it is relaxetion. A runner can conserve strength during a race 
by
us'ng only those muscles that are needed in the race, while reltaring
those muscles that are not in use.
There are a number of methods practiced by runners to help them
learn relaxation. Some smile as they run. Some carry objects in
their hands. Some boance their arms in a loose, relaxed manner. Some
try to feel their jaw and cheeks bounce.
Relaxed running must he learned and practiced like any otter
skill. Only through the use of relaxation during workouts will an
athlete develop a relaxed, efticient style for competition.
Weiaht  rdnir 
A very fey years arc, the majority of coacher and physical
educators believed that exercising with weights WRE harmful for
athletes vhr nrrt'cirated 'n pry artAv-ity other than vrestlinr or
- • •
s
weight liftinz.
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It was thought that athletes would becoue unlecieboun
and would thus be unable to perfcrr well phyeically because of thrl.s
excess muscle.
We new know, however, that strength, no matter how it iF developed,
is one of the most important aspects of physicel conettionirig. The
athlete who is physically strong has a decided advantage over the
athlete who is hot strong. CI' course, no matter how important strencth
is to the track man, weight training can never be a substitute for the
endless hours of hard work on the track. ,,Teight training should
supplement the track Program—net r=-Lant 
Weight training is net really as new a develovment as one might
believe. Frery by uses his I:tot-weight and the weight of the objects
ar^und him to build his muscles as he grows up. He walks, runs,
climbs trees, throws objects, lifts oblects, rushes ()fleets. Fe mir:ht
even build strength in some more obvious way, like chinning himself on
a bar or doing pushups—muscle-building exercises that have been
known to athletes for years.
Modern weight training, a Program of lifting barbells an:.1
dumbells and wearing foot and body weights, builds these very same
muscles. The advantage in using weights ir that the added resistance
to the rlisoles increases their strength and the speed with which they
will react.
A pre7ressive resistree exerr'se ororram (evcieps muscles, in
two Ver.. A periodic increase in weights uhIch of course Is an
increase in resistance against. the muscles, develops strength and spetd.
Several repetitions of the exercise w-',11 develop endurE.nce.
np.
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The beginner should start each exercise with a weight that he
car, lift five t4 mce in succession with little difficulty. Then,
as his strength develops to the t,eint where he can repeat the exercise
ten times with ease, he is allowed to add weight, but he should never
add so much weight at cne time that he cannot repeat the exercise five
tines.
The beginner nust be taught to lift so that his muscles are
fully ertended with every repetition. When muscle: are not forced
to stretch to their fullest length during as exercise, they will
tend to shorten as they are developed. This shortenirg could hamper
the boy's running, and, because of the strain that racing puts on a
muscle that is snorter than it should be, might even result in a
muscle pull.
As in any. type of conditioning program, regularity iE important
fcr success. The weight program should be conducted the year
around--even during the cImpetitive season. Because weight training
is so fatiguing, however, it is recomnended th=it the lifting not be
done on an every-day basis. Weight work cn Mondays, Wednesdays, and
Fridays during the off-season will build the athlete's strength
adeceatey and will g4..-47c hire plenty cf recovery time between sescions.
Dering the seasen, jest a MondayWednesday after-practice schedule
would nrobahly be sufficient.
A record of each runner's progress sh7suld be kept on the locker
rrcm w%11, complete with the athlete's name, his exercises, the weight
used for each exercise, the number of repetitions (complete cycles of
;.-
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the exercise from beginning to enC), ancl cf sets (groups
of renetitions.
Five Fazio "eight, axercises
Press. The at,tlete hcicis the barbell against his chest with
his palms forward and elbows down. The weight is raised unward until
the arms are fully extended above the head and then lowered to the
starting position to complete the exertise cycle.
Arm curl. With arms rel.clred at his sides and palms forware,,
the athlete holds the barbell against his thighs. Ey bending his
elbows, the athlete brings the weight up to his chest and then lowers
it to the starting nosition to complete the cycle. The ethletete
arms must net be braced against his body at any time during the
exercise.
Bench tress. Iirtng spine on a bench, the athlete is handed
the barbell, which he presses to arms' length and lowers back to his
chest to complete the exercise cycle.
Lateral raise wdth dumbells. With arms down at his sides,
elbows locked, and palms facing inward, the athlete lifts the dunoells
unward to the sides as high as possible. He then returns them to the
starting position to complete the cycle.
Forward raise with dunbells. kith arms down at his sides,
elbow': locked, and nalms facing inward, the athlete lifts the dule-Nells
ferward and upwpr:'• as far as nosei'Lle. He then returns them to the
sttrting position to complete the exercise cycle.
i •
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Isometric (or static) contraction, the newly popular strength-
building syetem, develops strength through resistance againet an
immoveble object. The "lifting technique is similar to that of
weight training, except that in isometric contraction the "weight"
cannot be moved.
The eouipment reotired for a program of isometric contraction
can be simply and inexpensively constructed. Two upright 2x6 boards,
spaced three or three-and-a-half feet apart, are anchored &r the
gr-und, or If inside, are anchored to the floor or braced between
the floor and the ceiling. Holes drilled in the boardr at three-
inch intervals from the top to the bottom hold the one-inch bar or
P4-Pe that serves as the athlete's grip.
Most we,ght training exercises can be duplicated with isometric
contraction. The athlete Should simply place the bar in a position
that the barbell would assume Curing the exercise cycle, ar.z pull (or
push) against the immovable bar at that point. T:.e athlete'e muscles
are then developed isometrical4 without changing their length.
Each isometric exercise should be executed at two-thirds of
maximum effort at a steady rate for no more than six seconds. Since
each exercise is done only once each day, with isometric contraction
the entire strength develtIrment segTment of practice can be compleled
in a meter of rinutes.
The fun potential of isoretric contraction has not ben
explored in depth as yet, tut it is evident that the evntem develops
strength and spec:: in a relatively short time. The cne drawback
of developing strength isometrt_cally is that the muscles will always
lack in endurance--the atility to perform work repeatedly--unless
repeated weight work is included in the strength-building schedule.
Since endurance plays such an important role in the track events,
isometric contraction can never replace, but may merely supplement,
the weight training procratn. Therefore, a combination of the two
systems would probaJly provide an athlete with the best over-4111
muscle development for the track events.
The human body can be compared with a very com;lex machine
that operates on a variety of different fuels. Without a regular
and adequate supply of these fuels, the machine obviously will not
be able to run very efficiently.
The athlete's body requires that he maintain a well-balanced
diet consistine, of some of each of the three basic food gro_rpr--
carbohydrates, proteins, and fats--and including an anundance cf the
many essential vitamins and minerals. Ivery day the athlete's diet
should include foods from each of the "Fundamental Four" (milk and
milk products, meat and meat substitutes, vegetables and fruits, kuld
breads and cereal,-;). Mort athletes are able to ret an aciequ.s:W
amount of the necess*ry foods from their normal daily meals. 'flowerer,
in a situation where well-balanced meals are not availalae to the
athlete, he should be given a dietarr supplement.
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Milk has lonr bt-er. mistakenly condemned 1-7 coaches and trainers
as the ceusc et c nurcber cf ill effects in athletes. Some of the more
pcpular ills attributed to milk are: (1) It is slow and difficult to
digest. (2) It creates rucus. (3) It causes "dry mouth." (4) It
forms excess stomach gas.
Recent test have Proved, however, that rilk causes none of thc
above ailments or diecorfcrte. In fact, milk, rich in vitarfns I, B,
C, D, G, K, and high in protein, is one of the best foods that can
be included in an athlete's diet.4
under no circumstances should the athlete be allowed to consume
stimulants or depressants, even in moderation. Alcohol, tobacco,
certain drugs, and even coffee and tea, ma-t, little or no wcrthwhIle
contribution to the athlete's det and can harm athletic perfcrmance
when taken excessively.
The pre-meet meal, consisting of small portions of non-greasy,
easLIy digestible for-Cs, en-uld be eaten three to four hours pricr to
the athlete's first race. If a runner has a nervous stomach cn tha
dgy of the meet, he should eat very little of the prt—meet meal.
is far better to eat toc little before coapetition than to eat more
than is needed.
Prevention and Treatmen7, cf Common Injuries
The m.:.st ccrircn track injuries are all confined to the athletes'
feet an-1 lees. Cf these injuries, the five that occur most frequently
110r. Dale O. Nelson, "Milk and Athletics," Athletic Journal,
(!ay, 1°6,0 1 P. 370
_
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are muscle pulls, shin T7lints, foot cramns, heel bruises, and fcot
blisters.
Muscle pulls are the most common, most unpredictable, and mz-it
perplexing of all track injuries.
Prevention: Warm up thoroughly before every practice session
and competition. If more than thirty minutes elapses between events,
the athlete should repeat the warmup process in part before running
again.
Treatment: Apply a cold pack to the injured area as soon as
pcssible. The cold, which must be applied for at least thirty
minutest will help to retard hemorrhaging and to reduce pain.
After the internal bleeding has stopped, the injury should be
treated with heat daily until the muscle has completely repaired
itself. Vben the lep; is almost healed, easy jogging is often
Permitted, usually with the injured muscle carefully taped.
Shin splints, another common ailment among runners, can be
easily reccrnized by the sharp pain along both sides of the lower
half cf the runner's sh4._:: bone.
Prevention: Undertake a gradual conditioning program. Never
make sudden E•tops when working cut or run on a hard surface for any
great length of time.
Treatment: Apply heat to the injured area every day. (Heat
from a lamp may be satisfactory, but short wave or ultrasonic
diathermy treatments are prcbably the most beneficial.) 1.t airht,
cover the shin with analgeric balm and pull a sweat sock with the
bottom cut out of it over the injury.
A •- -"••-; 4. •
Certain meth-+ds of taping the runner's legs or of placinr
f-,ot pads in the runner's shoes have been used by s•me trainers
give relief during the recovery period.
Foot crams are menerally caused and aggravated by tight-
fitting shoes.
Prevention: Be careful in the selection of the runner's
shoes, rf course track shoes sh-uld never be loose, but neither
should they be so tight that they pinch the feet. The trouble is
usually caused by narrow shoes, ratner than by short shoes.
Treatment: If the athlete's. archer are causing him a
deal of pain, rest and hot foot baths are recommended. .ccasionallY,
arch suPports or taning of the arches will give relief.
Heel bruises most often plague hurdlers, jumpers, pole vaul•rs,
and distance runners, but they may at sone time trouble
the sound.
Prevent inn:
anyone on
Heel cups or sponge rubber cushions may placed
tn the athlete's shoes to protect his heels. ^f the tw- protectors,
heel elms seem to be far superior. They n'-t only offer excellent
Protection, bnt will often allow an athlete to continue competing
without discomfo•-t wh41e a bruise is healing.
Treatment: If the athlete is unsole to practice without
aggravating the injury, complete rest is recommended. rict foot baths
and 14 ght macsaging will help speed recovery.
Fnct tlisLer-re cal:lied by friction created by the rubbing of
an ill-fitt4 n7, shoe agninst the skin of the foot.
4
t •
5
Prevention: Toughen the feet daily with a benzoin or saline
sot Lor. and see to it that shoes and socks fit properly. At the
first sign of a "hot spot," cover the area with a band-aid, gauze
pad, or piece of mole skin.
Treatment: Puncture the blister from one side with a sterilized
knife and force all of the fluid out. Spray an anti septic benzoin
solution under the skin flap and replace the flap. Then cover the
area with vt-,le skin. Tf the blister is such that the epidermis flap
does not cover the raw skin beneath it, the blister should be treated
as any other open wtotrld. At night, soak the feet in a pan or 11::t
salt water to help toughen the raw areas.
a Leic-.;;_-!. 11411.111a...
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Ceapter IT
DES
More than 50 years am, a brilliant coach and trainer named
Michael C. Murphy wrete that successful rerinting requires "a
pecrliar combination cf strength, agility, and nervous energy, and
if nature hes not blessed the athlete with these attributes, no
ameunt of dard wore or coaching can make him a world champion.'
Coach Mnrphy's worts ring as tme today as they did when he war,
developine chez:pion sprinters at Yale and at the Univers.Ity cf
Fenneylvania during the early 1900's, kry runner car improve hie
rpeed eventually thrcui hard work, no matter how slow he eay be
to begin leth, but the leg speed that is required for championship
sprinting is inborn and cannot be acquired through practice.
The Start
•MIN•IMIM•
Improving a sprinter's start is often a determining factor
in the imprevement of his cver-all dash performance. Obridusly,
the sprinter whn is able to beat his opponent out of the blocks
needs to run only as fast as the opponent in order to beat hin.
When trying to determine proper block placement for a
particular sprinter, remenber that different body structtres deeeed
differere block niseements. The front Ley be placed ern:here
'Michael C. Murphy, f.thletic TrainihE (New York: Chart Scribner'sSons, 1921) up. 30-31.
from e t ta tw
enty inches bac
k from the s
tarting line.
 The back
block may be a.n
ylihere from tw
enty to forty-
four inches b
ack. The
best plan for fi
nding the indi
vicival sprint
er's most eff
ective block
placement is to 
experiment wit
h several dif
ferent positio
ns and find
which one provi
des him with th
e fastest tim
e for 25 yards
.
it the corzsand,
 "Take your ma
rks I", the a
thlete places 
his
hands or. the gro
und in front 
of his startin
g position a
nd backs into
the blocks. One 
at a time, his
 feet are plac
ed firmly ag
ainst the
blocks with his 
toes barely to
uchinr the gro
und. Resting 
on one knee,
the sprinter can 
brush the cind
ers from his 
hands if he like
s.
The snr4...rter's 
hands are then
 placed behin
d the line, 
directly
below hi:- should
ers, with thum
bs pointed in 
and fingers 
pointed out.
The elbows are s
traight, end he
 is as high o
n his fingers
 as poss.-1'31e.
(See ?igure 1.)
As soon as he 
is in the bloc
ks, the sprint
er rocks forwa
rd so
that his should
ers are farthe
r forward than
 his hands. A
t this
point, the hand
s and arms are 
supporting ,su
ch of the sprin
ter's hot,
weight. With h
is neck and fac
e relaxed, he 
is looking no 
scre than
Si,: feet CiOW71 th
e track.
On the "Set t" co
mmand. the spr
inter takes a 
deep breath en
d
raises his hips 
straight up so 
that his lead 
kv forms a r
ight angle.
The hips I:ill 1)e
 from three to 
six inches hi
gher than his 
shoulders,
depend -1 n7 upor. t
he spacirg of h
is blocks. Th
e closer the b
locks
the startinr li
ne, the hither 
his hips must 
be in the "set
" positich,
(See Figure 2.)
 The neck is r
elaxed and the
 eyes are tra
ined en or
near the startin
g line,
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At the sound of the gun, the sorinter exhales as he drives
his left arm forward (provided he is starting with his left leg
forward) End swings his right arm back vigorously to a point just
behind the right hit, (See Figure 3.) The right leg cones out low,
fest, and close to the ground.
6
The Sprinting Action
There are only two ways in which a sprinter is able tc
increase his racing speed—by increasing his leg speed or by
increasing the length of his stride. It is obvious, then, that the
sprinter should develop strength (and thus speed) in his legs through
his training program are should practice pract1oe strintin w th a5
lenr a stride as he can efficiently maintain.
High knee lift encourages the proper sprinting lean—approximately
TO degrees. The knee is lifted high, the lower leg swings forward and
is brrisght quickly down to theTound, the ball cf the rect meets the
ground first, the heel touches the ground for an instant, and the
orposite knee is lifted high to complete the cycle. At the same time,
the arms are swung forward and backward in a relaxed, strsight-abead
manner.
The greatest single factor in successful sprinting is over-al
body relexttion. (See page 13.) After record performances, sprinters
eften scy, "Tt felt so easy. I seemed to floy along. I wasn't really
61,1c,7d C. "Bnd" Winter, So You Want To Be a Sprinter (San rancisoc::
Fearon Publishere„ 1956) p. 22.
(.•
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trying. / can do better..."? The importance cf relaxation can never
he emphasized too much by the coach.
The Finish
There must never be aay let up at the finish of a race. With
20 yards to go, the sprinter should take a deep breath and say to
himself/ "Relax and drivel"
Since many close sprfnt races are decided right at the finish
line, the sprinter must develop an extreme fcrward lean at the
finish to gain a few extra inches on his opponents. He must lean frca
the waist, thrawtng his arms back to retain his balance, as much as
is possible, and turning his shoulder slightly into the tape. (See
Fire 4.) Timing the lean is very important and requires a great
deal cf practice. If the sprinter's lean is too soon or too late,
it w1.11 be ineffect7i.ve and perhaps ever detrimental to the finishing
drive.
Training for the Dash Events
The sprinter's train4na Program should begin with moderately
lona, slow repeats with the emphasis on relaxation during the earlier
pre-season workouts and then gradually should become more intense.
By the beginning of the corpetitive season, the entire conditioning
schedule should consist of repeated rpeed over short distancer. Sore
Ken Doherty, "Sprinting," Track and Field ovies en Paper,
(7957), p. 6.

of the short-distance interval workouts which may be included in
the conditioning phase of the sprinter's schedule follow:
1. Repeat 220's at 9/10 speed. Walk 220 and repeat.
until fatipued.
Continuo
2. Step-down 220's. Run each 220 one second faster than the
previous one. Slow jog between them.
3. Slow-fast 2205, Stride 150 yards and accelerate to top
speed for the final 70 yards. Jog 220 and repeat. Continue
until fatigued.
L. Repeat 220's at stride speed. Jog 220 and repeat. Continue
until fatigued.
S. 110-yarrt accelerated runs. Accelerate for 30 yards, run at
top greed for 5C, yards, decelerate for 10 yards. Jor the
turn and repeat. Continue until fatigued.
6. Elow-fast 110's, Stride 55 yards and accelerate to top
speed for the final 55 yards. Jog the turn and repeat.
Cnntinue until fatigued.
Some of the skill work that may also be included in the sprinter's
workout schedule follows:
1. Gun starts for form. (Only after warming up thorougt1Y.)
Drive out for 15 yar,:a. Walk back and repeat.
2. Repeat 220's, 330's, or 4/40's at stride speed, concentrating
on a combination of speed and relaxation.
3. Repeat shcrt runs through a finish tape, practicing the
extreme forward lean from the wait,
4. Repeat baton pAsses.
Chapter
THE MIDDLE DISTANCE RACE
A core cf good middle distance runners can provid
e the nucleus
fcr a powerful track team. erten, quarter- and half-milers 
are
called upon by the coach to run (and ecore in) any event from 
the
100 to the mile, even including the hurdle races occasionall
y, and
Ley also provide the team with many of its relay tear members. 
The
alert coach spends a great deal of time in the development end 
training
of his micdle distance wen.
Rnnnine the Middle Distances
The Quarter- and half-mile races are each a blend of speed
and endurance--the 41,0 requiring greater emphasis on speed, and the
f ;0, rrepter emphasit on endurance. To run either distance well,
the runner must be able, througti an eau, ̂elaxed style, to carry a
near-sprinting speed over a greater than sprinting distance. As Da
ve
Rankiny track coach at Purdue University, so aptly stated, "It is
not the distance that 'kills' runners, but, rather, the attempt to
sustain a certain speed over a particular distance."8
In order to turn in the best possible tine in competition, the
runner must cover the first half cf the middle distance race fast--
um:a/2y at least one second, and occasionally as much es three secc
nds,
8Dave Rankin, "Trends in Riddle Distance and Distance Runnings"'
Journal cf Health-Physical iducaticn-Recreation (May-June, 1559), p. 54.
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faster than the last half rf the race. The middle distance runner
who loafs through the early stage rf his race will find it imposeible
to accelerate enough in the latter stages to turn in his fastest
poeeible time.
Since many 4h0 rArPr are now run in lanes all the way, the
quarter-eilar w 11 tilrof to spend some Additional time learning to
run his race race rather mechanically, will little regard for his
onponents until the final stretch drive. Since he may not be able to
judge hie opponents' pace during the race, the quarter-miler will
hxvu In learn to pace himself accurately fcr the first 330 yards so
tt.t hr dnrn net, because of either his excitement or cautiousness,
run too fast or too slow.
Arc Action
One of the most important physical functions of a middle distance
runner, and often the most neglected, is arm action. Many cloacnes
tend to undervalue arm action in the 110 or 8E0, when a bcy actually
can become a much improved runner through the proper use of his arms.
because so much energy is used in so Short a time, the 14) has
long been regarded the most grueling event in track and field. A
quarter-miler who expends enough energy to be in good position at the
330 mark often is nct able to add a finishing drive that is comparaLle
to the frst three-quarters of his race. The same is true of the fast-
starting half.imiler Wnc findc himself too tired at the 660 mark to
muster a hani-finishing drive.


thretout their races by utilizing three distinct styles of arm
:Ilarter- and half-milers should be atle tc maintain good speed
44111711111111
action. i",'ronthe tire the race starts until they reach their racir::
pare, they use their arms like rprints. Then they change to a
relaxeC, bouncing style which is maintained throughctt the greater
part of the distance. Yinal4, they finish the race by great4
exaggerating the awing of their arms in the final drive to the
finish line.
At the scund of the gun, the runner drives from the blocks,
accelerating rapidly until he reaches ha racing speed. (Many
coaches are rather reluctant to have their 40 and SO alien come
out of the blocks at top speed since they feel that a boy will use
some of the physical etrength needed later in the race. Actually,
however, nervous energy which is stored up for the start carries the
runner through this opening drive with little, if any, loss cf phyeical
strength.)
After the initial burst, the runner settles into a relaxed style
of running, sustaining the speed that he has built up coming out of
the block, but without using nearly as much energy. The steps are
short and rapid. The arms are not just swung, but are bounced vfth
each stride so that the unper arms and shoulders are actually
massaged and kept loose.
When the runner begins to tire in the latter stages of the race
heca..:se cf the fast pace he has set for himself, ne should begin to
exaggerate his arm action by seingine his hands up to a potnt in
front of his eyes. Thie action preventt his arms and shoulders from
36
tying up in the final run for the tape. While exagrerating the art.
swing, he also lifts his knees, picking them up and putting them down
as rapidly ae he is able. To make sure he never slows down at the
tape, he mast continue his drive to a point five yards pest the finish
line.
9
Upner body strenrth is cf the utmort importance in the middle
distance races, particularly durinr the final stretch drive when the
runner's passive arm action mat suddenly become active. Therefore,
a program of weight training or a combination proRram of weight
trainimr and isolneLric contraction reared for upper body development
sh-Alld be maintained on an every-cther-day cr twice-feweek basis
throughout the year. (See papas 13-16.)
7fraininr for the Middle Distance Races
The modern middle distance champion trains the year around.
A typical schedule calls for a heavy prorram of strength and
endurance building during cross country season, progressive interval
work durinr the winter and spring, and a less-intense training
program during the summer monthe.
In a sound program of interval training (described in oetail on
Pa?es 4-7), the coach, taking the athlete's ability and physcal
condition into consideration, decides the time that the quarter- or
should h4t in his next comoetitive race, and then multiplies
that time by the fraction rf the race distance this is to be run. A
Tom Eckert "Arm Acten in the 440," Athletic Jurnal, (!tarch,
1060), pp. 50-51.
AffS" 1:,kr
-4,44kigrAh.
5U-second quarter-miler wotad run 110's in :13.5, 220's in :27, and
330's in :40.5. A 2:0/4 half-miler would run 110's in :13.5, 220's
in :31, 130's in :46.5, 440's in 1:02, 550's in 1:17.5, and 6601s in
1:33. (It should be ncted here that the longer the athlete's
competitive race, the greater the variety of workouts available -.0
him.)
No matter what the athlete's potential or the stage of his
develapment, the interval workout can be adapted to him. For example,
a group of quarter-milers, ranging in potential from !A to 58 seconds,
can all take the same workout at the same tine. They all run the
same distance at their awn pre-deterrined pace, take the sane
amproximate rest during the :;ogging interval (the slower runners
actually get a bit lees rest), and run as many repeats as they can.
Frery riddle distance runner shuld conclude his work:TA (after
reaching the point of fatigue with his fnterval work) with repeat
110-yard dashes, emphasizing ,the swing of his arrs and the lifting cf
his knees. This added speed work will train the runner's body to
react with speed at the ccnclusion of the race when he might other-
wise be tco fatigued to continue with a hard-finishing drive.
Some cf the interval workouts which may be included in the
conditioning phase of the ouarter-milers schedule follow:
1. Renee. 110's at pace. Jog the turn and reneat. Continue
until fatigued.
. Repeat 22'.1's 7,t pace. Jog 720 and reneat. Continue until
fatigued.
Ir's at Jog 110 slnwly and repert. Continue
until fatigued.
14. Step-down 220's. Run each 220 one second faster than
previous one. Slow jog between them.
5. Slow-fast 220's. Stride 1.E,0 yards and accelerate to top
speed for the final 70 yard.. jog 220 sad repeat.
Continue until fatigued.
6. Up-and-down repeats. Run a 110, 220, 330,
at pace. Slow jog between them.
220, 110, all
7. 110-yard straightaways. (Usually done at the conclusion
of the regular conditioning workout.) Emphasize arm swing
and knee lift. Jog the turn and repeat.
Some of the interval workouts which may be included in the
conditioning phase of the
1. Repeat 110's at
until fatigued.
2. Repeat 220's at
fatigued.
3. Repeat 330's at
until fatigued.
4. Repeat 440's at
until fatigued.
Repeat 550's at
until fatigued.
Reoeat 660's at
until fatigued.
half-miler's schedule :ollnw:
pace. Jog the turn and repeat. Continue
pace. Jog 220 and repeat. Continue until
pace. Jog 110 slowly and repeat. Gontinu.:
pace. Jog back slowly and repeat. Continue
pade. jog back slowly and repeat. Continue
pace. Jog 220 slowly and repeat. Continue
Step-down 22C's. Run each 220 one second faster than the
previous one. Slow jog between them.
Step-down 440's. Run each 440 one seccnd faster than the
previous one. Slaw jog between them.
Slow-fast 220's. Stride 250 yards and accelerate to top rreed
for the final 70 yards. Jog 220 and repeat. Continue until
fatigued.
:O. Slow-fast 141401s. Stride 330 yards and accelerate to tor sneed
for the final 110 yards. Jog 220 and repeat. Continue until
-"r"errr7z—
U. Up-and-down repeats. Run 220, 440, 660, 440, and 220,
all at pace. Slow jog between them.
12. 110-yard straightaways. (Usually done at the conclusion
of the regualar conditioning workout.) Emphasise arm
swl.ng and knee lift. Jog the turn and repeat.
• 4,
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Chapter IV
THE MILE RUN
In distance running, more than in any other area of track and
field, year around training is essential for success. The only way
to successfully condition the body for running long distances is to
undertake a continuing, log range program of running.
Unfortunately, many high sChool track coaches are primarily
football and basketball coaches who receive a little extra pay for
coaching the school's track squad in the srring. Therefore, the
track program usually begins when the basketball season ends and is
concluded when school is out, giving the team's mi1P-s a maximum cf
two-and-one-half months a year to train. Any coach wan has his
milers train for only a fraction of a year can expect to turn out
milers who develop to cnly E. fraction on their potential. Obviously,
a year-round condi_tioning program will produce a far better runner
than a program that begins in March and ends in June.
Some coaches have insisted that continuous running makes
athletes "stale" and unable to perform to capacity. This theory
Is completely unfounded. It may well be true that a monotonous
schedule cf day-in and day-out running will tire the athlete and
make him wish for a vacation, but the etalenees incurred ic mental-.
not physical.
?ram. Stamnfl„ one of the traly rreat international coaches,
fetIs that rapeated trairing in track cz...n he cared with training
••E‘ `oldr. • "r . -111SP.• • ••• ygoirni. • ,
"--244.-11***•" • . "" .40M111011106""filiv'V""1 1"4",
in many other fields of endeavor. *The child learning to write, t
he
pianist who practises eic for six hours a day, the bricklayer
ling bricks—the work of there people does not deteriorate as a
result of constant repetition of the semi mairemesidlosteed, 
1t
becomes progressively better nntil it reaches the peek of idadch the
ind4v1dual is capable.110 -r uro,., lar
This does not mean, however, that the runner should not be
given a day off occasionally. As in any type of work, the worker
needs a vacation once in al/idle. A well-deserved rest will often
cause a hard-working athlete to bounce back with reaewed enthusiasm
and drive in his workouts.
Characteristics of the Miler
11,•
Of all of the physical ,::haracteristics that are commonly.
mentioned in the description of athletes—size, leg speed, strength,
and agility—.only strength IA absolutely ossentizl in distance
running. .Some -successful milers are tall and,some are short. Some
have greet innate speed and some are relativ2ly slow. Some are
Iooae and agile and some seem somewhat uncoordinated. But ell of "
the great milers of today are strong of body. And the -strength that
is so important in distance - rz can be developed by the runner—
both strength in the voluntary muscles of his body and strength of
heart—through his c nditicning program.' (See Interv...1 Training,
pa2es b-7, and We', Training, pages 13-16.)
•
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Franz Stamr4-1 ?rar7, Sti-,:r7Pfl on RunninG (London: HerbertI,t
Jenkins Limited, l9) p. 14.
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The other big factor in determin;ng how at a miler can becove
is not physical at all. It is the runner's attitude toward distance
running. The boy with great determination--the one who has the
courage to continue when it would be much easier for him to quit--
has the attitude that is desired of all distance runners. He Tr.:Ft
convince hiesslf that only through a program of hard work can hc
become a great miler. According to Bill Bowerman, the highly
successful coach at the University of Oregon, "In order to aevelcp
a miler, the coach must have a man who has some ability and a great
deal of oetermination." 11
-,iunhinE the Mile
There are two general types of milers--those who set the
and those who follow the pace. The pace-setter runs by the wal.ch,
hitting each 220 on or near the . pre-determined time. The pace-
follewer leaves the pace-setting Chore to others and relies on h:_s
strong finish to win races for him.
Tactically, following the pace and *waiting for the kill" at
the chnclusion of a race is sound, as long as the miler is sure that
he can autsorint his opponents in the stretch drive. If he is nht
sure of his own fAnIshing "kick," however, he might be wiser to pick
ep the pace and try to lose his cp;-,cnents earlier ih the race. Tn
eithtr case, he will learn after a few races which plani better
for him.
bowermen, "Yale bechanict ant Tre:...nini aechniouer
Athletic Journal, (December, I9FF), i.e.
;4
11,0^2-• .ryr,p,11• *Om
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The importance of pace-consciousness cannot be overemphasized.
If the miler happens to set a pace that is too fast for him and he
has to slow down later, or too s slow for him and he has to pick up
the pace later, he will not run as fast as if he had allowed his
energy to be expended evenly throughout the race.
To show the importance of proper pace as a means of conserving
energy, there is the timeworn example of the three milers of equal
ability who raced one day. Runner A set an even pace and held it
throughout the race. RlInner B
but his plan was to disc-Alrage
and then fight off challengers
set a pace that was too fast for him,
his crponents with h:!.5 early lead,
at the end of the race. Runner C set
a slower pace than he was capable of maintaialng, so he could conserve
energy for 31 laps and then finish with a burst of speed.
At the end of the race, Runner A won handily, Runner B, completely
exhausted, was several yards behind, struggling to finish, and Runner
C was finishing strong, no7,ing to nip iunner b for seccnd place.
Proper pace, you see, can be very important. However, it must be
remembered that it is sometimes good tactics to run the race with more
regard for the opposition than for the proper pace.
-rassing techniaue has been the subject of much controrersy during
the past few years. Mary coaches tell their milers to pass with a
burst of see u and take the "heart" cut of their oppcnents. But since
a sudden t.erst cf speed expends mere energy than constant running,
-easinr by an rppenent is definitely more ecenemicai.19 However, if the
12_
trutur "..ar.12ton, ,:hempienship Treck and Feld 1-y 12 Great Coacher,
ed. Tom Veer 0..nrieweed Cliffs, L. O.: Frentice-Hz:.11, Inc., 29'6'1) 1.. 57.
psycholog-!cal advantare gained by passin sudcenly and unexpectedly
ontwe-ifts the accompanying loss of energy, then the technique of
passing :it sheed is sound. The deos-n in each case will have
to be made during the race by the indiv-idual runner.
Traininr for the Mile
•-•
When training a miler, the coach must stress endurance. kny
miler has the speed and strength to run a 65-second quarter mile.
But to be able to run a L:20 mile, the miler mzst build his endurarce
to the point where he can put four 65-second quarters together.
Therefore, his problem is one of endurance, not speed. According to
Lane.in, "In races with hard, consistent paces, the abflity to run
faster in the latter stages of the race is due to strength and
endurance, and not to leg speed."
13
,he' basis of the miler's workouts should be a strict program of
interval training. (See pages 14-7.) Takin c: the athlete's abil!.ty
and physical condition into considerstion, the mach decides the tine
the miler shnnld hit in his next competitive race, and then multiplies
that time by the fraction cf the race distance that is to be run. A
I:32 miler, for example, would run 110's in :17, 220's in :3141 330's
in :51, 14LO's in 1:08, 660's in 1:1.2, 8'0's in 2:16, and 1320's in •
All of the miler's workouts should be concluded (after reaching
the point of fatigue with his interval work) with repeat 110-yard
dtshes., empharzing the swinr of his arms and the lifting of his knees.
11
- maht7in, J.7nrnzl nf Health-l=hvirical r,ducatin-Recrenton, 5h.
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This added speed work will train the runner's body to react with speed
at the coniusicn of a race when he right otherwise be too exhausted
to continue with a hard-finishing drive.
Some of the interval workouts which may Le included in the miler's
schedule follow:
1. Repeat 110's at pace.
until fatigued.
2. Repeat 220's at pace.
fatigued.
3. Reljeat 330's at pace.
until fatigued.
L. Repeat 440's at pace.
until fatigued.
5. Repeat 660's at Pace.
until fatigued.
6. Repeat 8::c0's at pace.
until fatigued.
7. Repeat 1320's at pace. Jog 5 minutes and
3. Step-down 220's. Run each 220 one second
previous one. Slow jog between thee.
9. Step-down 440's. Run each LLO one second
previous one. Slow jog between them.
10. Slow-fast 220's. Stride
for the fine' 70 yards.
fatigued.
U. Slow-fast 140's. Stride
for the final 110 yards.
fatigued.
Jog the turn and repeat. Continue
Jog 220 and repeat. Continue until
Jog 110 slowly and repeat. Continue
Jog back slowly and repeat. Continue
Jog 220 slowly and repeat. Continue
Jo z 3-5 minutes and repeat. Continue
repeat once.
faser than the
faster than the
150 yards and accelerate to top speed
Jog 220 and repeat. Continue until
330 yards and accelerate to top speed
jog LLO and repeat. Continue until
12. Up-an6.-dovn repeats. Run a
st pace. Flow jog between them.
-;
•
'0 and LLO, all
110-yard strairhaways. (Usually dcne at the conclusion of
tne rerular condition4nr worxout.) 1-::mphasige arm svinc and
knee lift. Jog the turn anc repeat.
••••• 11".-c....,,Two-r..".e. • ' -.40 weTeorpompl
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Chapter V
THE HURDLE RACES
Size, etrength, upeed, agility, and competitive spirit are
all important facets of hurdling. The ideal hurdler is as big and
strong as a fr‘rtball e-A, as fast Ls a sprinter, as loose ES a
grmnast, and as quick and energetic as a flyweight boxer. There
have been small hurdlers, certainly, as there have been small
player. Ani tnere have been hurdlers Who were net
particularly speedy or strong or loose ln the hips. But the hurtiler
who does not have these physical cheracteristics is like "Thursday's
Child"--he has far to go because he is forfeiting something to
those who have the more ideal physical make-un. On the other hand,
the hurdler who has ALL of these characteristics obviously does
not have as far to go.
Running the Highs,
The high hurdler's start ie usually the same as the sprinter's.
Tne cnly adjustment that a hurdler might have to make when coming
out cf the blocks would be tc compensate for a very short or a very
long stride. Since the distance to the first hurdle is constant
(15 Yards) and all hurdlers de nrt hare the same length of leg, it is
Obvious that s sliett adustment !7.1 stride length might have fT be
made by seme hurdlers. Shorter hurdlers often have to stretch a
little to make tight str:es to the first hurdle. (An exagPerrted arm
-4
swing or an increase in speed from the blocks will help lengthen the
athlete's stride.) Some taller hurdlers have to cut down their
stride lenrth slightly cr ma7 even have to start with the opposite foot
alead and take oniy seven strides to the first hurdle.
A runner's length of stride during any given race is determined
by his speed during that race. The faster an at runs, the longer
his "natural stride.' If the hurdler's speed is built up during the
race, his steps mill come without stretching. If he begins to slow
down, however, he utla be forced to stretch to make his steps.
Therefore, lt ts essential that the hurdler get a fast start, obtaining
speed by hurdle number one, and maintain his speed, as much r:.s
rihysically possible, throuchout thE- rest of the race.
Proper high hurdling form involves a few body contortions.
The hurdler rust be able to blend an exaggerated lead step and a very
awkward-looking trailing step into one continuous movement, without
losing his balance or speed. (This hurdling action can be very
discouraeng to a begimaer, since it always feels more awkward than
it lor-ks.)
As the hurdler reaches each barrier, the knee cf his lead lez
is lifted and the lower part cf the leg swings forward and up, into a
near-straight position. The heel and the entire underside of the
leading leg barely clear the hurtle. (See Figure 7.)
The trail leg swinge around into a horizontal position for an
instant as it clears the hurdle, and then sewinr.7.s on up into an
elongated strlde. There should never be any hesitation cf the traf.ling
ler eurinp the hurdling action. It shrtari he tted merely as an
- +4111100.5-1, - imorrir


exaggerated step, with the underside of the thigh, knee, ankle, and
foot barely clearing the ton bar of the hurdle. The eventual feeling
should be of runnine thrcugh, not cver, the huriaes.
During the hurdling action, the upper body dips forward into a
diving position. Fryer arm action at this point not only facilitates
the dipping 'action, but aids greatly in keeping the hurdler in better
balance throughont the race. The lead arm is thrust forward, parallel
with the lead leg, and the opposite arm can either be swung back to
further exag,7erate the normal arm swing, which often keeps the hurdler
in oetter balance, or it can be thrust forward along with the lead arm
to bring about a more pronounced forward lean.
I
Hurdling is a sprirting action--not a series of jumps.- ht-
hurdler ehould denart from his basic sprinting form only briefly as
each barrier is cleared, and then return to the sprint action immediately.
A hurdlers speed comes while he is on the ground, not while he is in
the air, so he Should spend as 14ttle of the total race time as possible
in clearing the hurdles.
15
Rhythm 4:s one of the most important components of hurdling success.
The beginner nay jump and lope his way through a high hurdle race, but
his eventual aim must be to develop the proper rhythre-"Onc, two, three
and over; one, two, three and over...;" not, "a-one, two, three; a-one,
two. three...' Developing the hurdler's balance over the hurdles aul
speed between them eill cause the proper rhythm to emerge.
Sharpley, "Teaching Beginners to Hurdle," TreCe lechnicup„
(June, 1961), p. 119.
15.
Larry Snyr:er, Charl-;cneni7  Track and Feld 12 Grert
ed. Tom Edkcr (Enrievnod Cliffs, E. p. 68.
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The Beginnine High Hurdler
Unlike many of the track and field events, the high hurdles
can be won by boys who do not have a great amount of innate speed,
are not exceptionally loose and agile, and whose legs seem to be
far too short to get over the 39-inch barriers. Becaeee relatively
few young athletes take up the hurdle events, and since very few of
those train very seriously, high hurdling is one of the few events
cf track and field in which a bey of just average ability can
occasionally score points in dual meetc, and may even win a race now
and then.
The bays who have been chosen to try the hurd2es should spend
at least a week or. bending and stretching exercises before attempting
to go over a hurdle. 1_-,very muscle that will come into p/gy daring
the hurdling action Should be stretched daily during this "pre-
hurdling° period.
When the beginning hurdlers are finally ready to try their hand
at their nev event, the coach Should set up a low and let them jump
over it, with complete disregard for speed or form. Usually, the
leg that the beginner junps from in this simple test is his natural
jumping leg. Because Sc many bcys play basketball and ere used to
jumping from the left foot when shooting lay-us (provided they are
right-handed), Lost right-handed boys favor hurdling off the left foct.
However, if the b 7inner does not seem to have a ;reference, he should
be ercoureged tc lend ar!th his left, since using the left lead leg
will give him a decided anvartage ever "right-handed" hurdlera in
tr", - •
the curve-run hurdle races cr in the intermediate hurdles later
on.
The novice hurdler should begin by running repeatedly over a
low hurdle—one that will tip cr collapse easily. (His form over
the hurdle in these early stapes of development will probably leave
such to be desired, but he must be encouraged to continue working
toward perfection. Often, the hurdler is his cam worst critic, since
the hurdling action seldom feels as smooth as it locks.)
Some of the more seriour form problems in the early stages of
hurdling include the following:
1. Lead leg swinging around to clear the hurLe.
2. Lrms not coordinated with the body.
3. Body weight too high.
4. Trail leg not swinging around correctly.
5. Body out cf balance because the leae foot did not land
properly.
As eech runner clears the hurdle, the coach anould find
something good to sty about his form and pick out just one of his
faults, telling him how it may be corrected on the next try. Often,
after the hurdler has gained some experience, a word of praise is
el thst will be necessary.
when the low hurdling technique has been mastered, the hurdlers
will be anxicus to try going over a M.p.h. It is during this early
wor',- over a high hurdle that most hurdlers begin tc realize just how
ruch nr:In they are rr-ing to have tc be able to endure if they are
r,.+ing to stay with the hurdle events. ...)uring a tyrical run-thriuzh,
--•*"."1"1"....-"Amirmairr
• • •
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the hurdler may bang the hurdle with his trailing knee, ceurinc it
to ache and swell. On his next run-through he razy lift his knee a
little higher and slap the hurdle with his ankle, bruising it severely.
Occasionally, he may even hook the heel of his lead foot or the toe
cf his trailing foot on the hurdle, causing a serious
grass or into the cinders.
16
spin onto the
Many hurdlers tape protective pads to their knees and ankles
to prevent aggravation of already-injured areas. The knee pad,
usually a piece of foam rubber, is placeo over tne bruise on the
ineide of the knee and is strapped just below the knee with a eir4:le
band of tape. The ankle pad, a smaller piece of foam rubber, is
placed over the inside of tee ankle and strapped to the leg just
above he anKle. To further ease the pain of hurdle accidents, some
coaches even Pad the top bar of prnctice hurdles or have them built
to the7 will collapse easily when they are hft.
One of the bigeest obstacles facing the hurdler (besides the
hurdle itself, of opuree) is getting his steps right to the first
hurdle and between hurdles. The novice car begin by practicing
starts over one Icy hurdle set 15 yards frorl thc starting line. After
severa: successful starts ever one low, a second hurdle may be placed
ten yards beyond the first so that the hurdler can attempt a few
starts over two, practicing his eight strides to the first barrier and
three steps between then. (The three steps will probably not COP* easy
to the beginner at this point unless he is reasonably fresh and :Is
running at top speed.)
-'Larry Srydev„ *From the Lows to the }dens," AthleCc journza,
(krril, 1950, P. 21.
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The beginner should never be allowed to take four cr five steps
between the hurdler when te is racing. If he is unable to make 
the
second hurdle with the conventional three strides, the coach shoul
d
bring the second hurdle closer to tne first until the hurdler is 
used
to the three-step action. Then, as tie increases his speed and the
steps come easier for him, the distance between the hurdles can 
Uf
increased to the full ten yards. The hurdler will then be ready t
o
try the highs--cne at first, then two spaced eight or nine yards
apart, and finally two at top speed with the standard ten-y
ard
spacing.
The beeinning hurdler does not often have the strength cr
ereurarce to maintain his three-sten hurdling rhythm throughout an
entire flight of highs, ks he begins to tire and slov down, the
hurdler's stride will usually shorten slightly, making it more
difficult for him tc make each succeeding hurdle. Endurance work--
repeat runs of 110, 220, cr 330 yards and repeated weicnt lifts to
develop the arms and =per body—will condition the hurdler's body
and will, in tune, enahle him to run as fast at the finish of the
race as he CiCfF at t!,e, start,
f.unnihL the Lows
The low hurdle race is more a race of speed then of form. .n
fact. mary of the all-t!me great low hurdlers were nct high hurdlers
at all, but were dashmen who ran the lovs as an extra "srri
nt event.0
r4rde speed ic sn important in the loss, the runner must
each barrfer in as little time as rossible and use ever:- ctridc between
-..Wier” • • s— ' .10.710` gr z
the hurdles to gain speed. As tile hurdler reac-es each barrier, his
lead leg swings forward and un, as in the high hurdles, but the step
over the hurdle is not nearly as pronounced as it is when clearing
hi. (See Figure 3.) The trail ler swings around, also as in
the highs, but it swings outside and under the body. Again the
trailing sten is little more than an exaggerated stride, utth no
hesitation in its notion as it clears the hurdle.
Rhythm plays an imnortant part in low hurdling, too, as it
does in the highs. The hurdler should count to himself as ha
"nine, two, three, four, five, six, seven, over; one, two, three, four,
five, six, seven, over..."
The Beginning Low Hurdler
The low hurdler Should begin by practicing starts over one
low hurdle set 20 yards from the starting line. After several
successful starts over one hurdle, a second hurdle Should be placed
20 yards beyond the first one so that the hurdler can practice his
ten-stride apnroadh to the first barrier and seven-stride pattern
between them.
If the hurdler is unable to make the second hurdle in seven
strides at this Point, an increase in speed or an exaggeration of the
arm action between hurdles may facilitate the lenrthening of hls
htre'e. Tf he still. ha e trouble, the distance between the hurdles
mv be shortened by a yard of two until the seven-step pattern begins
to c7ryse more earilr for
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The beginner mus': remember that form is not nearly e..7 important
in low hurdling as speed, coordination, and balance. The low
hurdler's primary thoughts should be cf clearing each hurdle in as
little time as possible and of maintaining top speed througnout the
race.
Traf_nin7 for the Hurdle .--vents
Because of the complexity of his events, the hurdler must work
irci !sarder than the ordinary Short-distance runner. He must nct
only work en improving his physical condition, but he must also
erend many additional hours perfecting his technique, a phase of
running that is more limportant in hurdling than in any of the other
track events.
Because of the unnatural strain that hurdling puts on certain
skeletal =soles, each cf these muscles must be loosened gradually
before each workout session or race.
stretching exercises fellow:
-)ome cf the better muscle-
1. Kicking high with each leg; gradually at first--then mcre
vigorously. (See Figure 9.)
2. Sitting on the ground in the hum:linr position and bending
forward. (See Figure 10.)
3. While in a standinr yosition, pulling the trail knee up to
the chest. iSee Figure 11.)
Wh1estand4 n with the lower half of the trail leg resting
along the too bar of the hurdle, bendinr forward ard
touching the r,round with the lead hand. (See Figure 12.)
Wle facinr a high hurdle, placing the lead foot on the top
br:!' of the hurdle and bending fcrwerd, touching the lead
font with the lead hand. (See Figure 13.)
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While standing with bcth hands on the tcp bar cf a high
hurdle, swinging the trail leg on up through the trailing
position and back to the ground several timer in succession.
(See Figure )h.)
A good culminating exercse is ne five-step warmup between
hurdles. The athlete jogs between the highs, taking five steps
between them, and emphasizes his fcrward lean as he drives over each
hurdle.
While doing his stretching exercises, the hurdler must remeMber
that none of these sh-uld ever be done in a sudden cr violent manner.
The athlete must develop his locseness p-adualiy, never pushing an
exerrise past the point of slight strain.
The hurdler should begin to refine his hurdling technique in
practice during repeat runs over one, two, or three hurdles . But
since high hurdling is such a complex maneuver, he will probably be
able to concentrate on correcting only one fault with each run-through.
He might work on nutting hie lead leg straight over the hurdle on the
first run-throueh, throwing his lead are straight ahead on the second,
keeping his trunk straight on the third, etc.
As in the other track events, the hurdler's leg strencth is
develoned sufficiently during his daily workouts, but his arms and
unner body should be developed further through a program of meicht
training or isometric contract ;on. (See Pages 13-13.) This strength-
building program should be maintained on an every-other-day basis
during the pre-seasen period and continued on a mcre limited basis
during the season.
The final word to every younr hurdler is Pf:ACTIfEt There must
be a combination of speed and form in him n hurdlini- and epee.: and
"AC`
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balance in low hurtling that can only be developed throug hours
of conscientious practice.
,
t)O
Chapter VI
THE RELAY RACES
A coach might feel that if he has the material for an
outstanding relay team—whether t be four sprinters, four quarter-
xilers, four half-milers, or a good medley combination--that he
will automatically have a good relay team. Consequently, he will
probably work his runners in an effort to improve their individual
times, but neglect the relay itself.
-- A relay is much more than 4ust the sum of all of its parts.
There are other phases of relay racing in which a well-coached tea%
can improve its aver-all relay tine.
Tn any relay race, many yards can be gained through smooth,
efficient baton exchanges. A mediocre relay team with good baton
passes can often defeat a team of better runners whose exchanges
are pcor.
Another way to cut valuable seconds off relay times is by
reshuffling the team's running order so that each man is running
the leg which will ntribute most to the total effort. Close races
that might have been lost can often be won by the bays who are
running in an order based on their individual abilities.
And finally, when the team's members have the mechanics of
the relay in mind, and when the best possible running order has been
decided, the, bcys must -.et out and practice their baton passes. CT:1y
M.10..1/14., •
, v'•
4.4
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through conscentious rractice can a relay team rain the perfection
that will pay off in the meets."
The Sprint, Relays,
The fastest and most efficient sprint relay baton exchange
is the blind pass. The receiver stands just within the exchange
sone, poised to start fast se soon as the incoming runner passes a
pre-determined "go" mark--usually from six to nine yards in front cf
the exchange zone.
18
When the incoming runner passes the "go" mark, the recelver
drives out without looking back. As soon as he nears his top speed--
usnalIT after six or seven strides--he puts his receiving &rm
with elbow straight, and forms an inverted V with his thumb and fingers.
By this time, the incoming runner should be within an ann's length
of the receiver so that he can bring the baton up into the outgoing
runner's receiving hand. (See Figure 15.) As soon as the baton
exchanerd, the receiver svitches it to his opposite hand.
The 17.ton mist be passed either from the left hand of the
inccaing runner to the receiver's right or from the right hand of the
incoming runner to the receiver's left. In the 41.:0-yard relay's
curve exchanges, there is a slight advantage in passing from right
to lEft (the inside pass), becprse this exchange technique permEts
s
7Tom Ecker, "Mile helaF Strategy," Athletic 'journal, (March,
1961), p. 31.
18Clyde Littlefield, Cnamsionship Track and Field Py 12 Great
Coaches, ed. Tom Ecker (Enjewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-11, Inc.,
1777. 86.
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the receiver tc lean in as he mar; the curve. Many 140-yard teams
use both exchange techniques—passing fro rignt to left at the
first excnange, frcir left to right at ti,e second, and from right
to left on the third. In this woy, the inside pass is utilized in
the curve exchanges, and the runners need not be bothered with
changing the baton from one of their hands to the other during the
race.
When deciding the orcer in which the sprint relazy- men should
run, the coach should consider many factors. The sprinter with the
fastest start should probably lead off the relxy. however, if he is
also the fastest sprinter, he might be the best bet for the anchor
nosition. The two who are most proficient at receiving the btton
while running on A curve should be given the curve exchange positions.
The poorest baton receiver of the four right be a good choice for the
lead-off position.
The hile
Recause it is the final event in mcst track ceets, the mile
relay often means the difference between winning or losing a close
meet.
The mert efficient and also the sofest mile relay baton exchange
is the vislal pass. z in the sr:rint re-la:, the rece*ver stands
within the exchanc-e none, poised to start fast as soon as the incoming
runner passes a pre-eeterned vrc” mark—usually from 'cur to seven
yards in front of the exchange z:-.ne. When the 4 noomin;, rAnnor passor
4
•
4•
20-9r; • 1:4""PS'"• .7"
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the "eon mark, the receiver sl_eLo for seven strlz:es
and tnen rr!ao'n_er bark wh his receiving hand, leckinc Lack at the
same time. Fy this time, the incoming runner should be within two
ama' lengths of the receiver so that hp can hand him the baton.
(See Firlre 16.)
Headwork in the milt relay exchange is .7:ust as imTort,...nt as
passing technique. If the incoming runner begins to falter in his
final stretch run, it is the responsibility of the outgoing runrcr to
corplete the exchanze with a minimum of lost time ard yerdam..
Usually, this involves waiting an extra moment and receiving the
baton in the front half of the tone. Or the other hand, if the
incoming runner has a strong finish, the outgoing runner can use most
of the zone and get a very fact exchange. Althcugh the incoming
runner is responsible for letting his teammate know verbally if the
exrhance is to: fast, the hnrden of respcnsibillty is on the outgAnt!
runner.
It is the reTponsihility of the incoming runner to get the
baton into th., hand of the outgoing runner. The outgoing runner
oh,-uld never grab for the baton, but Should hold his receiving hand
as steady as possible unt,i1 the baton is placed in it. It is very
difficult to tLcs the baton into a herd that is grasping for it.
Fornally, thG btcr. is handed cff with the left hzn:i, received
with thf, ri.t rn6 is switchfd to
when tLe exc be marle on a c.t.rTe, as is often t.!. cacx on
odd-length tra7.ks, h smoother and faoter excha-.ge rzy be r.=,--fe thrc,
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use of the inside pass--handing off with the right hand and receiving
with the left.
Deciding the team's running order can he cnr of the coach's
most perplexing duties. If the team Iv made up of a group of front
runners, it would probably be best to start the fastest quarter-
miler first to get the team out ahead, and let the second fastest run
the anchor leg. However, a team of conpetitors would probably run
a better relay be leading off with the slowest man and working up to
the fastest man for the final leg.
The two most important positions when selecting the team's
runn'_ng order are the lead-off and the anchor leps. Many teens like
their leae-cff man to be a fast starter. But, if there is not a
runner on the team whose start is fast ennurt tc allow him to get
out in front of the pack at the beginning of the race, the first
man s'nould be one who can take any first lap jostling that might
occ-Ir in the pack. Or, cut ofnecessity, a boy might be put in the
lead-fff spot because he is not as adept at receiving the baton as
the ethers on the twat.
When selecting an ancharcan, a coach should look for the boy
who can always run a little faster under pressure. It oftcn takes
a real ccmpetitor to pull a close relay race out cf the fire.19
Tne Ydlsv Teays 
The tr.st comnonly-run medley relpys are the sprint. mf,67ey
(043-22O-72O-Y7o), (0-22o-223-1), (hL3-22o-lia_
k.„
), or (27::-110..
1'
4-4ker, ”n'lL 1-,.241y . . .  JcurnAl,
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110-14140) and the distance medley (i11:0-30-1320.wlile)„ (880-L140-1320-
mile), or (0-L/40-220-mi1e).
The batcn exchnees in the various medley relays can be divided
into three general classifications--the sten-up exchange, the step-
dawn exchange, and the regular exchange.
In the step-up exchange, the baton is pass from the incoming
runner to a runner who will be maintaining a faster pace. Included
in this group are the following exchanges: 220 to 110, L to 220,
880 to 220, and E80 to 1440.
In the stcp-down exchange, the baton is passed from the inocning
runner to a runner who will be maintaining a slower pace. Included
in this group are the fo11owinJ.7 exchanges: 110 to UO, 113 to
220 to W40$ 220 to 880$ 220 to mile, 414 to 880, 2.10 to 1320, 86C to
1320, and 1320 to mile.
In the regular exchange, the baton is pass from the incoming
runner to a runner wt.o will be naintaining the same pace. Included
in th.7.a. group are the followinr exchanges: 110 Zo 110 and 22S to 220.
To gain valuable yards in the meOley relays, all etep-up
exchattees should be rade in the front 'Ialf of the exchange zone and
all step-down exchanges should be made in the back half of the zone.
In this wa7r, prtcious yardage can be gained because mere of the race
can be run at a faster pace than if 4ae exchanges were made in the
center of the zones. For example, in the (U0-220-220-580) sprint
rcd]ey, the fIrst exch:znre shcAd be made near the begnn4ng f the
zene, end t're thrd exchare shrlad he mnCe near the ere cf the store.
4
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In this way the actual distances r.,:n will be aprroxinatel:v (L30.23C-
23C-870), allcwinr tie sprinters tc crvr.r elre,rt yarCr, of t're race
that w,:r12d hr.ve been run by the niddle eistance
Training for the Relay Events
To aevelop batcn exchange tining. the relay team merlerr nhould
practice baton passing regularly. The batcn passing practice elm
ether be added at the end of the regular practice ressicns cr
included in the sessicns ee a part of the 1nterv:11 training
Eesides working on baton exchanges, the te<J1 nenhers should
occasionally practice carrying a batcn as they run thrcugh their
v'cyrkout schedules. knd the lea!-cff Len shc-old spccscmc crJ,ra tire
drivinv out of the blocks. with the baton in their hz.tntlf., E0 that this
will nct be an unfamiliar errerience far them.
The relay events sh,7.uld be mcre than just an afterthought. 11,
using a little forethought, the ccach can be ccnfidEnt that his
well-prepared relEy teams will be better able to turn in winning
Pt 20
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